Abbreviations used in this paper: CCP, clathrin-coated pit; FRSK, fetal rat skin keratinocyte; MSK, membrane skeleton; NRK, normal rat kidney fibroblast.

Introduction
============

The portion of the cytoskeleton that is closely associated with the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane is often called the membrane skeleton (MSK; [@bib19]; [@bib21]; [@bib2]; [@bib30]). The term MSK is useful partly because this part of the cytoskeleton is expected to differ from the bulk cytoskeleton in terms of its structure and protein composition, for its interactions with the plasma membrane in general and with specific molecules in the plasma membrane, and also because it plays important roles in a variety of membrane functions. It is involved in the localization of transmembrane proteins at specific sites in the cell membrane ([@bib3]; [@bib37]) and in endocytosis and exocytosis ([@bib14]; [@bib65]) in various cell types. It also provides the plasma membrane with the mechanical strength and resilience to withstand the stress and shear forces from the outside environment, which is well established in the thick cortical actin layers in immune cells ([@bib15]) and in the spectrin--actin network in red blood cells ([@bib34]; [@bib8]). Therefore, the MSK works as a part of the plasma membrane as well as a part of the cytoskeleton. It is a truly interfacial structure between the bulk cytoskeleton and the 2D bilayer of the plasma membrane.

Recently, a new function of the MSK has become apparent. It was proposed that a part of the MSK is directly and closely associated with the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, and this part induces partitioning of the cell membrane with regard to the translational diffusion of membrane molecules based on high speed single-particle tracking data on membrane proteins and lipids ([@bib23]; [@bib28]). In the short-time regime, these membrane molecules are temporarily confined within the compartments delimited by the MSK mesh, and, in the long-time regime, they undergo macroscopic diffusion by hopping between these compartments (MSK fence model). In the fence model, as a result of the collision of the cytoplasmic domains of transmembrane proteins with the MSK, transmembrane proteins are temporarily confined in the MSK mesh ([@bib52]; [@bib59]; [@bib60]; [@bib48], [@bib49]; [@bib44], [@bib45]; [@bib23]; [@bib27]; [@bib50]; [@bib46]; [@bib58]; [@bib56]).

Lipid molecules also undergo hop diffusion, which might be explained by the anchored protein picket model ([@bib13]; [@bib36]; [@bib28]). In this model, various transmembrane proteins anchored to the actin-based MSK might effectively act as rows of pickets against the free diffusion of all of the molecules incorporated in the cell membrane as a result of steric hindrance and circumferential slowing (a hydrodynamic frictionlike effect, which propagates quite far from the immobile protein surface; without this effect, pickets will not be effective for blocking diffusion; [@bib5], [@bib6]) of the immobile picket proteins anchored to and lined up along the MSK. Lipid movement is affected only by pickets, whereas both pickets and fences would act on transmembrane proteins. These MSK picket-fence effects would be dramatically enhanced when the membrane receptor molecules form signaling complexes upon ligand binding as a result of receptor oligomerization and/or binding of the cytoplasmic signaling molecules to the receptor, leading to the trapping of signaling complexes in the MSK mesh, where the extracellular signal is received. This would enable spatial confinement and regulation of the downstream signaling events ([@bib27]; [@bib22]).

Despite the importance of the MSK functions and the long history of its study using EM ([@bib7]; [@bib19]; [@bib21]; [@bib20]; [@bib16]; [@bib42]), our knowledge of its structure and the overall distribution over the plasma membrane has been very limited. For example, we do not know whether the MSK exists everywhere on the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane, how extensive the spatial variations of MSK mesh size is, and whether and how MSK interacts with other structures in the plasma membrane such as clathrin-coated pits (CCPs), caveolae, and cell adhesion structures. Even the structure of the MSK of the human red blood cell ghost, a traditional paradigm for MSK studies, is not satisfactorily understood ([@bib53]; [@bib61]; [@bib4]; [@bib55]; [@bib63]; [@bib57]).

In this study, to further advance our understanding of the MSK structure and function, we observed the undercoat structure on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane of cultured mammalian cells using rapid-freeze, deep-etch, immunoreplication EM. We paid special attention to the following three points.

First, we tried to consistently prepare and observe large plasma membrane fragments (\>10 μm in diameter) to facilitate inspections of very large plasma membrane areas. Almost all of the previous MSK studies, including those cited above, investigated the ultrastructural features of the structure of interest, but within a very limited view field. By observing these large membrane surfaces, the spatial variations of the MSK mesh size and of the number density of CCPs and caveolae can be reliably examined.

Second, the 3D reconstruction of the undercoat structure within 100 nm from the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane was performed using electron tomography for the platinum-replicated samples: 97--141 images for a specimen tilted at different angles (every 1°) with respect to the incident electron beam in the range of ±48--70° were obtained and then converted to 100--121 sliced images of every 0.85--1.34 nm for the 3D reconstructed images ([@bib39]; [@bib32]; [@bib29]; [@bib31]; [@bib67]).

Third, using the 3D reconstructed images of the MSK structure within 13.6 nm (16 slices of 0.85-nm thickness) from the cytoplasmic surface, the MSK mesh size distribution on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane was determined. This part of the MSK, which is closely associated with the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, might form the compartment boundaries for partitioning of the plasma membrane for the diffusion of membrane molecules, thus determining the compartment size. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the distribution of the MSK mesh size on the membrane determined this way and that of the compartment size sensed by membrane molecules. Because the compartment size distributions for membrane molecules are very different between normal rat kidney fibroblast (NRK; median = 230 nm) and fetal rat skin keratinocyte (FRSK; median = 41 nm) cell lines ([@bib13]; [@bib36]), the distribution of the MSK mesh size on the membrane surface was examined using these two cell lines. Although the compartment size is very different between these cell lines, within each cell type, the histogram for the MSK mesh size on the membrane surface is very similar to that for the diffusion compartment size. This strongly supports the MSK fence and MSK-anchored transmembrane protein picket models.

Results
=======

Bird\'s-eye view of the undercoat structure of the upper cell membrane
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Glass coverslips precationized by a treatment with Alcian blue were placed on top of the cells cultured in 35-mm plastic dishes and were allowed to settle and attach to the upper cell membrane at 4°C for 15 min. The buffer containing 1% PFA and 0.25% glutaraldehyde was then added to the space between the coverslip and the plastic bottom of the culture dish. As the coverslip was floated apart, the cells were ruptured and the upper cell membrane was retained, still adhering to the overlaying Alcian blue--coated coverslip. The upper membrane was rapidly frozen by pressing its exposed cytoplasmic surface onto a pure copper block precooled by liquid helium. The frozen sample was deep etched, coated with platinum-carbon, and observed under an electron microscope. We have made extensive efforts to reproducibly prepare and observe large cell membrane fragments \>10 μm in diameter.

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is a typical electron micrograph providing a bird\'s-eye view of the cytoplasmic surface of a large area of the upper cell membrane of a cultured NRK cell. Many such EM images showing the cytoplasmic surfaces of large cell membrane fragments were obtained for NRK and FRSK cells, suggesting that the entire (upper) plasma membrane, except for the places where CCPs and caveolae exist, is coated with the filamentous netlike structure.

![**A bird\'s-eye view of the large cytoplasmic surface of the upper cell membrane (the membrane facing the buffer rather than the coverslip) of an NRK cell observed by rapid-freeze, deep-etch, freeze-replica EM.** Bar, 2.5 μm.](jcb1740851f01){#fig1}

[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (A and B), which was obtained for an NRK cell ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and an FRSK cell ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), shows the magnified images of the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, exhibiting extensive filamentous netlike structures, which are the MSK. The presence of clathrin-coated structures shows that this is indeed the cytoplasmic surface. The striped banding patterns with a 5.5-nm periodicity on individual filaments are characteristic of actin filaments and, thus, indicate that these are actin filaments ([@bib19]; [@bib18]; [@bib24]; [@bib51]). Because almost all of these filaments contain this striped pattern, it is concluded that the MSK is predominantly composed of actin filaments. This was also confirmed by immunogold staining (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and related text).

![**Magnified MSK images of an NRK and FRSK cell on the cytoplasmic surface of the upper membrane.** (A) NRK cell; (B) FRSK cell. Clathrin- coated structures (A and B) and a caveola (A) show the cytoplasmic surface. The striped banding patterns with the 5.5-nm periodicity on individual filaments are characteristic of actin filaments. These images also reveal close links of the MSK actin filaments with the clathrin-coated structures and caveolae. Bars (A and B), 100 nm; (inset) 50 nm.](jcb1740851f02){#fig2}

![**Immunogold labeling also indicates that the major component of MSK is actin filaments (NRK cell).** Actin filaments were indirectly immunolabeled with 5-nm colloidal gold particles coated with secondary antibodies. Each gold particle can be identified as a clear white spot (colloidal gold particle) surrounded by a fuzzy gray ring, which is caused by the platinum rotary shadowing around the secondary antibody coating of the gold particle. Representative probe images are indicated by arrowheads. (A) Most of the filamentous structures are labeled by colloidal gold probes. (B and C) The boxed area in A is shown at a higher magnification. In C, the gold particles are marked by yellow dots. The filaments with the 5.5-nm striped banding pattern, which is characteristic of the actin filament, are labeled with these gold probes. Bars (A), 200 nm; (B and C) 50 nm.](jcb1740851f03){#fig3}

The electron micrograph shown in the inset in [Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} indicates the spatial resolution: because each band in the striped pattern with a 5.5-nm periodicity is visibly separated, the effective resolution is thought to be ∼2 nm (both the thickness of the platinum coating and the platinum granule size are ≤2 nm; [@bib19]; [@bib18]). The MSK structure observed here on the upper cell membrane is similar to that on the bottom cell membrane (the part of the cell membrane facing the coverslip) observed previously ([@bib20]).

These results suggest that the cytoplasmic surface of a portion of the upper cell membrane \>10 μm in diameter was visualized with a spatial resolution of ∼2 nm, which is much smaller than the width of a single actin filament or the repeat distance of the stripes. As shown in [Figs. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (A and B), the MSK is likely to cover the entire cytoplasmic surface of the upper cell membrane except for the places where CCPs and caveolae are present in both NRK and FRSK cells. Such a notion of the complete coverage of the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane by actin filaments might have existed for \>30 yr in a part of the EM community ([@bib7]; for review see [@bib54]), but the data specifically indicating that the actin filaments of the MSK may cover the entire cell membrane has not been presented in the literature, as done here, nor shared in the cell biology community. The EM observations shown in this study are consistent with the MSK fence and anchored transmembrane protein picket models, in which the entire plasma membrane except for the specific membrane domains is partitioned into many small compartments with regard to lateral diffusion of the molecules incorporated in the plasma membrane.

The MSK predominantly consists of actin filaments: immunogold labeling of actin and actin-binding proteins
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further examine whether the MSK is predominantly composed of actin filaments (and partly because the 5.5-nm periodicity of the banding pattern is somewhat difficult to discern in some of the filaments), we examined it using an indirect immunolabeling method with 5-nm-diameter colloidal gold particles (see Materials and methods; [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). On the filaments with striped patterns, the enlarged images ([Fig. 3, B and C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) show the presence of many colloidal gold actin probes, which appear as distinct white spots surrounded by somewhat blurred white halos, reflecting the platinum shadow over the antibody molecules attached to the gold particle. The electron micrographs in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} revealed that almost all of the colloidal gold probes are bound to the filaments located on the cytoplasmic surface (yellow dots). Therefore, it is concluded that actin is the main constituent molecule of the MSK.

Electron tomography of the undercoat structure on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 3D structure of the undercoat within 100--134 nm from the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, which includes CCPs, caveolae, and the actin-based MSK, was reconstructed using electron tomography for the platinum-replicated samples. Based on the 97--141 tilt images acquired in the range of ±48--70° every 1° step for a single EM view field, 100--121 sliced images of every 0.85--1.34 nm perpendicular to the z axis (parallel to the image obtained at 0° of the tilt angle) were calculated by a computer (long wavelength \[≥∼500 nm\] undulations of the cell membrane were corrected by the 3D reconstruction software IMOD). The 3D image was reconstructed based on these serial thin slices. Representative images obtained for an EM view field are shown in Video 1 (131 tilt images; an anaglyph produced from images taken at ±12° is shown in [Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and Video 2 (showing the 3D image by rotating the 3D reconstructed undercoat structure; a typical view is shown in [Fig. 4 B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; videos are available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200606007/DC1>). Throughout the present research, this protocol was used to obtain 3D images.

![**Stereo electron micrographs and 3D reconstructed images of the undercoat structure, CCPs, and caveolae in NRK cells.** (A) An EM anaglyph of the undercoat structure generated at ±12° of the tilt angle among the 131 tilt images (acquired in the range of ±65° with 1° steps). Use view glasses for the 3D structure (left = red). See Video 1 for all 131 of the tilt images. Arrows indicate actin filaments protruding from the membrane cytoplasmic surface toward the cytoplasm. The arrows point to the places where the protruding actin filaments intersect with the MSK meshwork located close to the membrane. (B) The 3D undercoat structure reconstructed from the tilt images shown in Video 1. See Video 2, where the 3D structure is rotated (available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200606007/DC1>). Bar, 100 nm.](jcb1740851f04){#fig4}

In these images, because of their 3D representation, it is especially clear that the MSK, which is mostly composed of actin filaments, generally spreads along the membrane, covering almost the entire cytoplasmic surface of the upper membrane except for the places with caveolae and CCPs. In addition, CCPs and caveolae are very closely associated with the actin filaments in the MSK, as seen in these images and also in [Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (A and B) and 3. These results are consistent with [@bib42], [@bib12], and [@bib38], but in NRK cells studied here, many more actin filaments were found to be associated with each CCP or caveola. Furthermore, 92 and 93% of CCPs and caveolae (*n* = 200) were bound by the actin filaments. These results are consistent with the requirement of filamentous actin for CCP internalization ([@bib41]; [@bib33]).

Many short, thin filaments protrude toward the cytoplasm, mostly perpendicularly, from the membrane surface (they were short probably because they were broken at the time of the membrane rip off; [Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Note that these perpendicular filaments are almost always connected to the MSK network lying on the cytoplasmic surface (see the tips of the arrows; [Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the part of the MSK that is located on the cytoplasmic surface is connected three dimensionally to the cytoskeleton. Together, they will provide mechanical support for the membrane and the force for deforming the membrane.

3D reconstruction of the MSK structure
--------------------------------------

The part of the actin-based MSK that is in contact with the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane has been proposed to partition the cell membrane into 30--230-nm compartments by the fence and picket effect ([@bib9]; [@bib27]; [@bib28]). If these fence and picket models are correct, the distribution of the mesh size of the MSK on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane would be practically the same as that of the compartment size determined by diffusion measurements of membrane molecules. To carry out this examination, the 3D reconstruction of MSK by electron tomography provides a unique opportunity because the obtained images provide quantitative data on how far the individual filaments are located from the membrane surface.

In [Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, a typical MSK structure quantitatively analyzed in this study is shown in an anaglyph, and its 8.5-nm--thick sections (created by superimposing 10 0.85-nm sections) of the MSK of an NRK cell, starting from the cytoplasmic side toward the membrane, are shown ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; a series of the original tilt images is shown in Video 3, and a series of sliced images of every 0.85 nm is shown in Video 4, available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200606007/DC1>). The actin-based MSK is visible on image sections 81--110. Individual actin filaments, forming a network as well as bundles, can be identified. Given the high density of the actin filament meshwork, which is much smaller than the optical resolution, conventional fluorescence microscopy will be unable to visualize the MSK meshwork and can visualize only the bundles of actin filaments.

![**A series of sliced images of the actin MSK on the plasma membrane cytoplasmic surface of an NRK cell.** (A) A typical actin MSK structure used for analysis of the mesh size on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane using computed tomography. An anaglyph of the undercoat structure generated at ±12° of the tilt angle among the 97 tilt images (acquired in the range of ±48° with 1° steps). See Video 3 for all 97 of the tilt images. (B) 10 consecutive sections, each 0.85-nm thick, are superimposed, and six of these superimposed images, which represent 60 image sections out of 121 image sections, are shown from the cytoplasmic side toward the plasma membrane side. The numbers here indicate the number of slices counted from the cytoplasmic side. The actin-based MSK near the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane is visible on images 81--110. All 121 of the sliced images of every 0.85 nm are shown in Video 4 (available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200606007/DC1>).](jcb1740851f05){#fig5}

Interface structure of MSK on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The filaments of the MSK that are directly associated with the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane and may be involved in partitioning the plasma membrane were systematically determined. Out of the stack of 121 image slices taken every 0.85 nm from the cytoplasmic surface (∼100-nm thick altogether), 16 consecutive image slices from the membrane surface (∼13.6-nm thick altogether) were used for this analysis ([Fig. 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

In [Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (four images on the right) and [Fig. 6 B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (the second to fourth images), the boxed areas in the left-most images were expanded, and the sections of every 1.7 nm (superposition of two 0.85-nm--thick slices; 330 × 330 nm) are displayed between 0 and 11.9 nm. Using these sections, the filaments that are closely associated with the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane were determined. Because the thickness (width in the image) of the actin filament after platinum shadowing is between 9 and 11 nm (consistent with [@bib18]) and the thickness of the platinum replica is ≤2 nm (consistent with [@bib18] and [@bib35]), the height of the actin filament that is associated with the membrane will be 7--9 nm (because the height is given by the actin thickness and one replica thickness, whereas the width in the image is determined by the actin thickness plus two replica thicknesses), with 8 nm being a reasonable estimate. In the series of electron tomography sections shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (A and B), the existence of three major classes of filaments with regard to the distance from the membrane surface can be discerned (for details of this analysis, see Materials and methods).

![**The method for determining the MSK mesh on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, which possibly delimits the compartments of the plasma membrane, using the 3D reconstructed images of the MSK (an NRK cell).** (A and B) The images on the far left are the ∼0--6.8- or ∼6.8--13.6-nm sections, each of which is a stack of eight 0.85-nm sections of 670 × 670 nm. These are from a series of 121 image sections (0.85-nm thick) from the cytoplasmic surface after the tilt and long wavelength undulation of the cell surface were corrected. The boxed areas in A and B (330 × 330 nm) are expanded on the right of these image stacks, with a section thickness of 1.7 nm (two 0.85-nm sections are superimposed; 330 × 330 nm for each image). (C) The outline of each actin filament adjacent to the membrane surface (green, which could not be observed above 10.2 nm) and that of each actin filament that could be observed above 10.2 nm (red). The same view field and magnification as those for the thinner sections shown in A and B (330 × 330 nm). See Materials and methods for details. (D) The outline of actin filaments in a greater view field, which is the same as those in the thick sections (∼0--6.8 and ∼6.8--13.6 nm) in A and B (670 × 670 nm, expanded here). (E) The image of the ∼0--6.8-nm sections (670 × 670 nm) superimposed by the image of areas surrounded by the filaments outlined in green in D (green areas with yellow outlines). According to the fence and picket models, these areas are likely to be the compartments where membrane molecules are temporarily confined.](jcb1740851f06){#fig6}

The first class of filaments is distinct in computer-reconstructed sections close to the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, even in the first ∼0--1.7-nm section (because the contrast is reversed in these micrographs, they look more lucent or white), but fade out of the reconstructions 8--10 nm away from the membrane surface (for details, see Materials and methods). These filaments are drawn in green in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. We interpret that these filaments are in true contact with the plasma membrane (the gap between the filament and the inner membrane surface is \<0.85 nm) because they can be seen clearly even in the first 0.85-nm section. These filaments are likely to be the significant ones for generating membrane corrals.

The second class of filaments also looks clear in sections very close to the membrane surface but does not fade out until ∼14 nm away from it. We interpret that these may be the actin filaments that had platinum coatings all around their surfaces because they stood off the surface somewhat, which slightly exaggerated their thickness and made them appear as though they were in contact with the plasma membrane when in fact they probably were not quite in direct contact. We did not consider these filaments to be close enough to generate membrane corrals.

The third class of filaments is not apparent in sections closest to the plasma membrane but becomes clear some distance away from it (\>2--4 nm) and also does not fade out until ∼14 nm. We interpret these as being filaments that definitely do not contact the plasma membrane directly and, thus, should not contribute to forming corrals. The second and third classes of filaments are drawn in red in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

Therefore, we considered that only the first class of filaments (those drawn in green in [Fig. 6, C and D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) forms the MSK fences and pickets, and the area surrounded by these filaments is colored green in the 0--6.8-nm section shown in [Fig. 6 E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Note that areas are excluded from this analysis in which bundles of actin filaments are present (e.g., the structure crossing diagonally from the bottom left to the top right in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), actin filaments are too crowded to be individually discerned, an actin filament is terminated in the middle of a domain (domains that contain a loose end of an actin filament), or CCPs, caveolae, and the smooth surface membrane invaginations are present (the white regions in [Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

![**The MSK meshwork directly on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane.** The central parts of the figures in the top row (bar, 300 nm) are magnified by a factor of three and are shown in the bottom row (bar, 100 nm). (A) Typical stereo views of the plasma membrane specimen (anaglyph; left = red). (B) Normal electron micrographs of the plasma membrane samples. The same view fields as those in A. (C) The areas delimited by the actin filaments closely apposed to the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane are shown. Different colors are shown to help the eye.](jcb1740851f07){#fig7}

Comparison of the MSK mesh size on the plasma membrane determined by electron tomography with the compartment size for the diffusion of membrane molecules
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Similar determination of the MSK meshwork was performed for FRSK cells. Representative meshes of the MSK are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} (for an FRSK cell, colored to aid in visualization). We performed such analyses for 10 representative stacks of image sections (1,290 × 1,290-nm plane) each for NRK cells and FRSK cells (eight different cell membrane sheets for each cell type) and identified 76 and 1,300 areas bounded by the MSK meshwork, respectively (excluding the regions occupied by stress fibers and other membrane undercoat structures such as CCPs and caveolae; about the same total membrane areas were examined for each cell type, and, thus, the difference in the number of identified areas represents the difference in the area size between these two cell lines). The 2D area size for each domain was measured by Amira software. The distributions of the square root of the area size (the side length, assuming a square shape for the area) for NRK ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, pink open bars) and FRSK (blue open bars) cells are shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The median values of the area and its square root are 3.9 × 10^4^ nm^2^ and 200 nm, respectively, for NRK cells and 2.7 × 10^3^ nm^2^ and 52 nm, respectively, for FRSK cells.

![**Comparison of the distributions of the MSK mesh size on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane estimated by electron tomography with that of the compartment size determined from the phospholipid diffusion data for NRK and FRSK cells.** Electron tomography, open bars; phospholipid diffusion data, closed bars (adapted from [@bib13] and [@bib36]). NRK, pink; FRSK, blue. Within the same cell type, the MSK mesh size and diffusion compartment size exhibited similar distributions (compare the open and closed bars with the same color). The actual sizes are quite different between NRK and FRSK cells. EM-CT, EM-based computer tomograph; SPT, single-particle tracking.](jcb1740851f08){#fig8}

The size distributions of the compartments for the diffusion of membrane molecules were obtained for an unsaturated phospholipid, [l]{.smallcaps}-α-dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine, by [@bib13] and [@bib36] for NRK and FRSK cells, respectively. The distributions of the side lengths for NRK ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, pink closed bars) and FRSK (blue closed bars) cells are shown in the histograms in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}. The median values of the compartment area and the side length are 4.3 × 10^4^ nm^2^ and 230 nm, respectively, for NRK cells and 2.1 × 10^3^ nm^2^ and 41 nm, respectively, for FRSK cells ([@bib36]).

These results indicate that in the same cell line (for both the NRK and FRSK cases), the MSK mesh size determined by electron tomography and the diffusion compartment size determined by the high speed single-particle tracking of a phospholipid are similar to each other. However, between these two cell lines, both the MSK mesh and the diffusion compartment sizes differ greatly. The similarities between the MSK mesh sizes and the diffusion compartment sizes in cell lines that exhibit quite different distributions strongly support the MSK fence and picket models.

Discussion
==========

We performed quantitative analyses of the undercoat structure of the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane using electron tomography for samples prepared by a rapid-freeze, deep-etch, platinum replication technique. One of the most important limitations of this technique is that the cell has to be placed in a hypotonic medium at 4°C for 5--15 min to remove the upper cell membrane. However, with this method, large membrane fragments that were covered by the dense MSK meshwork could be obtained, which was important for the purpose of the present research.

We obtained the results by specifically addressing the following three questions. (1) Does the dense meshwork of the MSK exist everywhere on the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane, and, if so, how is it linked to the bulk cytoskeleton? (2) If so, what is its relationship with other structures of the plasma membrane, such as CCPs and caveolae? (3) How is the distribution of the MSK mesh size right on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane?

The final point is important because this part of the MSK might form the corrals of the plasma membrane for the diffusion of membrane molecules. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the distribution of the mesh size of the MSK directly attached to the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, as determined by an EM method, with that of the compartment size for the diffusion of membrane molecules. NRK (median size = 230 nm) and FRSK (41 nm) cell lines were selected for such a comparison because their compartment sizes are very different ([@bib13]; [@bib36]). This will be an interesting test for the MSK fence and MSK-anchored transmembrane protein picket models and became possible by obtaining the 3D reconstructed images of the MSK structure on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane.

Does the dense meshwork of the MSK exist everywhere on the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane, and, if so, how is it linked to the bulk cytoskeleton?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane has been observed by EM for \>30 yr ([@bib7]). Stunning high resolution EM images of the structures near the cytoplasmic surface have been published previously ([@bib19]; [@bib21]; [@bib20]; [@bib16]; [@bib42]), suggesting that the plasma membranes of animal cells are shaped by cytoskeletal interactions. However, despite these interesting and important studies, we felt that more extensive studies addressing the questions posed in the title of this subsection are necessary in particular for cells in culture.

We found that almost the entire cytoplasmic surface of the upper cell membrane is covered with the actin-based MSK except for the places where CCPs, caveolae, and noncoated membrane invaginations exist. In addition, this extensive pseudo-2D--type MSK network is linked to many actin filaments that extend from the membrane cytoplasmic surface toward the cytoplasm ([Fig. 4 A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and is probably connected to the bulk cytoskeleton. This is consistent with the quantitative analysis of bleb formation, in which the density of the MSK filaments must be higher than one every 0.5--1 μm to avoid blebbing ([@bib54]).

How closely is the MSK associated with CCPs and caveolae?
---------------------------------------------------------

Almost all of the CCPs and caveolae are extensively linked to the MSK meshwork. As found in [Figs. 2--4](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} [](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} [](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, many actin filaments that come out of the MSK meshwork are connected to these structures at their polygonal and striated patterns, respectively, and, in the cell types examined here, this occurs much more extensively than found previously ([@bib42]; [@bib12]; [@bib38]). [@bib33] found that actin rapidly becomes more concentrated at the CCPs right before they are internalized, but from the structures found in the present research, we could not tell what kind of actin--CCP interactions may be involved in such concentrations.

Is the distribution of the MSK mesh size right on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane consistent with that for the compartment size determined by a phospholipid diffusion probe?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3D reconstruction of the MSK using electron tomography allowed the determination of the MSK meshwork directly situated on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane. This meshwork is likely to partition the plasma membrane into many small compartments with regard to the lateral diffusion of membrane molecules. The size distribution of the areas bounded by the MSK meshwork agreed well with that determined for an unsaturated phospholipid undergoing hop diffusion in high speed single-particle tracking experiments in both NRK and FRSK cells, which have quite different mesh sizes ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These results support the MSK fence (corralling) model and the anchored transmembrane protein picket model.

How the MSK is attached to the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane is unknown. Specific proteins that link the membrane and actin filaments at their barbed ends, such as gelsolin and villin ([@bib40]; [@bib17]), and at their sides, such as ponticulin ([@bib66]) and ezrin/radixin/moesin family proteins ([@bib62]), exist. However, the weak nonspecific binding of actin filaments to membrane lipids and proteins may greatly contribute to the interactions of the actin filaments with the membrane. Although transmembrane proteins are temporarily trapped within a compartment, they hop to adjacent compartments in longer terms, suggesting that the link between the membrane and actin filaments may break at a rate comparable with the hop rate, which is once every several to several hundred milliseconds (depending on the molecule and cell type).

In addition to actin and actin-associated proteins, some other proteins may contribute to forming the MSK and membrane corrals. For example, septin, which is ∼7-nm thick in the negatively stained images ([@bib25]), and agorin ([@bib1]) may play some roles. Further characterization of the proteins involved in the MSK and its interaction with the membrane components and further analysis of the dynamics of membrane--MSK interactions will be important for understanding the roles played by the MSK--plasma membrane interactions in signal transduction, domain formation in the plasma membrane, and reorganization of the cytoskeleton.

Materials and methods
=====================

Antibodies and other reagents
-----------------------------

Rabbit anti-actin IgG was obtained from Biomedical Technologies, and colloidal gold probes (5-nm diameter) coated with secondary antibodies (produced in goat) were purchased from GE Healthcare.

Rapid-freeze, deep-etch, immunoreplica EM of the cytoplasmic cell surface
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NRK and FRSK cells were maintained in HAM-F12 or DME mediums, respectively, supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich) under a 5% CO~2~ atmosphere at 37°C. The cells used for the experiments were grown in 35-mm plastic dishes to ∼70% confluency, usually 2 d after inoculation. The cells were washed three times with ice-cold Pipes buffer (10 mM Pipes, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, and 3 mM EGTA, pH 6.8, which mimics the environment in the cytoplasm somewhat but is slightly hypotonic) and were exposed for 15--30 s to an ice-cold 70% Pipes buffer (the Pipes buffer diluted by a factor of 1.43 with water, making this solution more hypotonic; [@bib43]). After the buffer on the coverslip was drained, the remaining excess water was removed by filter paper. To expose the cytoplasmic surface of the upper cell membrane, the upper cell membrane was removed from the rest of the cell after it was adhered to a coverslip placed on top of the cell layer ([@bib43]; [@bib47]). 5 × 5-mm coverslips (Matsunami) coated with positively charged Alcian blue 8GX (Wako; Alcian blue--coated coverslips were prepared by first immersing them in 1% Alcian blue in distilled water at room temperature for 10 min, washing them with distilled water, and drying them in the air) were placed on top of the cells (upper surface facing the medium rather than the coverslip) and incubated at 4°C for 5--15 min. During this period, good contact between the cell surface and the coverslip was developed. Then, the coverslips were gently floated off from the cell using the surface tension of the buffer by slowly adding ice-cold Pipes buffer containing 1% PFA/0.25% glutaraldehyde into the space between the culture dish and the coverslip. When the coverslip floated off, the cells were cleaved, and the upper cell membrane came off with the coverslip. Then, the cells were further fixed by incubation in fresh ice-cold 1% PFA/0.25% glutaraldehyde in Pipes buffer for 10 min. After fixation, the coverslips were washed three times, for 10 min each time, with PBS (8.10 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, 1.47 mM KH~2~PO~4~, 137 mM NaCl, and 2.68 mM KCl, pH 7.4).

To identify the actin filaments on the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane, immunogold labeling was performed after fixation. The fixed upper cell membranes on the coverslips with their cytoplasmic surfaces exposed toward the buffer were incubated at 4°C for 2 h in PBS containing 10 μg/ml rabbit anti-actin IgG and 1% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), and, after three washes for 10 min each in 25 mM Tris-buffer, pH 8.0, the cell membranes were incubated in Tris-buffer containing 1% BSA and 5-nm--diameter colloidal gold conjugated with anti--rabbit IgG goat antibodies (GE Healthcare) at 4°C for 2 h. After three washes in PBS, these labeled membranes were further fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in PBS on ice for 5 min. Finally, the coverslips were washed in distilled water for 1 min before rapid freezing.

Each coverslip was placed on the plunger tip of the rapid-freezing device (Eiko; [@bib64]) with the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane facing down. The specimen was slammed down (free fall) onto a polished pure copper block, which was precooled by direct immersion in liquid helium. The frozen coverslip was placed in liquid nitrogen and was transferred into the freeze-etching shadowing chamber (FR7000-S; Hitachi). The excess ice covering the cytoplasmic surface of the membrane was shaved off with a prechilled glass knife using a microtome placed in the chamber at −140°C or below. The cytoplasmic surface was then etched for ∼10 min after the specimen temperature was raised to −90°C. The etched specimen surfaces were then rotary shadowed with platinum at an angle of 22.5° from the surface and with carbon from the top. The molecules as well as the gold probes localized on the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane were immobilized to the deposited platinum ([@bib10]; [@bib11]).

Collodion was applied immediately after the platinum-carbon replicas were removed from the cold chamber to fortify them. The platinum-carbon replica was removed from the glass coverslip in 1% hydrofluoric acid in distilled water. After the replicas were successfully removed from the glass surface and mounted on the grid, the collodion coat was dissolved away in n-pentyl acetate. In this protocol, the sodium hypochlorite solution, which is generally used to remove the replicas from the coverslip and also to clear the membrane and the undercoat structure of the replicas, was replaced with 1% hydrofluoric acid to keep the cell membrane, the undercoat structure, and the immunogold probes that had been attached to these structures on the platinum replicas (1% hydrofluoric acid is likely to only dissolve the glass, leaving the cell membrane molecules bound to the platinum replica; [@bib10]; [@bib11]). An additional advantage of using 1% hydrofluoric acid is that the platinum replicas break less often, probably because it does not remove the membrane components and, thus, leaves the replicas rather intact. In addition, to keep as many colloidal gold particles and membrane molecules attached to the platinum replicas as possible, we included Photo-Flo 200 (Kodak), a detergent used to prevent water-drop stains on photographic film in all of the solutions used here (advice given by J. Heuser). After the replicas were washed with distilled water, they were mounted on 100--200 mesh copper grids (Ted Pella) coated with polyvinyl formvar (Nisshin EM) and observed at magnifications of ∼10,000--70,000 with a transmission electron microscope (1200EX; JEOL).

The following methodological precautions and improvements were made to reproducibly produce large cell membranes and replicas without excessive fragmentation. (1) An Alcian blue coat rather than poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine coat was used ([@bib43]; [@bib47]). (2) Before overlaying the coverslips, excess water was removed from the specimen, leaving just enough buffer to cover the cell. (3) To cleave off the upper membrane attached to the overlaid coverslip, the coverslip was floated off very gently by adding cleavage medium (using the surface tension of the buffer to float the coverslip). If this was not performed gently enough, the membrane was fragmented. (4) The frozen sample was shaved with a glass knife, with the angle between the knife and the coverglass adjusted to a shallow angle (\<6°) so that most of the excess water and the cytoplasm were removed and the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane could be exposed after light etching. Because replicas with too many variations in height tend to break when they are removed from the coverslip and placed on the water surface, removal of the excess cytoplasm helps to avoid replica breakage. (5) Collodion was applied immediately after the replicas were removed from the cold chamber (before the replicas were removed from the coverslip on the water surface) to fortify the replica (a technique learned from T. Baba and S. Ohno). This step also helped to prevent replica breakage when the replicas were removed from the coverslip. After the large replicas were removed from the glass surface, the collodion coat was dissolved away in n-pentyl acetate. (6) A solution of 1% hydrofluoric acid was used to slightly dissolve the glass surface to facilitate the removal of replicas from the coverslip. (7) A detergent, Photo-Flo 200 (Kodak), was included in all of the solutions that contacted platinum replicas.

Electron microscope tomography
------------------------------

For 3D reconstruction, the replica was imaged at tilt angles of every 1.0° in the range between ±48 and 70° (total of 97--141 images) for a single field by a transmission electron microscope (Tecnai Sphera F20; FEI) equipped with a CCD camera (1,024 × 1,024 pixels). The pixel size at the specimen was 0.85 nm. The image acquisition was fully automated as previously described ([@bib32]). The 100--121 image sections of every 0.85--1.34 nm were obtained by a calculation based on the set of 97--141 tilt images using an IMOD software package running on Linux (University of Colorado; [@bib26]) . Corrections for the tilt of the specimen and the long wavelength undulations of the membrane were also achieved with IMOD software. 3D rendering (displaying 3D images in different ways) was performed using the Amira DEV software package (Mercury Computer Systems) operating on a Linux system.

Analysis of the 3D reconstructed images of the MSK
--------------------------------------------------

In the series of electron tomography sections shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (A and B), the existence of three major classes of filaments with regard to the distance from the membrane surface was found in the following way. The first class is the filaments that are highly electron dense in the first ∼0--1.7-nm section (because the contrast is reversed in these micrographs, they look more lucent or white) and are continuously seen in the image sections up to the ∼6.8--8.5-nm section, which then dim rapidly in the ∼8.5--10.2- and ∼10.2--11.9-nm sections. To quantitatively evaluate such signal intensity changes within individual filaments, we selected points that are clearly seen in the image of the first ∼0--1.7-nm section every 100--250 nm on each filament, measured the signal intensity on each spot (five pixels), and looked for the section where the signal intensity on the spot decreases by \>25% from that for the adjacent section closer to the membrane (the signal intensity tends to drop very rapidly around the threshold sections). If the 25% decrease in the signal intensity occurred between the sections of ∼6.8--8.5 and ∼8.5--10.2 nm or between the sections of ∼8.5--10.2 and ∼10.2--11.9 nm, these filaments were categorized into the first class (i.e., those closely associated with the cytoplasmic surface of the cell membrane). These filaments are drawn in green in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (different regions within a single filament might become dim in either of these two sections).

The second class is similar to the first class but can be seen clearly even in the ∼10.2--11.9-nm section (and also in the ∼11.9--13.6-nm section, which usually looked similar to the ∼10.2--11.9-nm section). This may be the result of the actin filaments that are located several nanometers away from the cytoplasmic surface. Because the platinum rotary shadowing was performed at a low angle (22° from the surface), the platinum may have been deposited in the space between the filament and the membrane. Another possibility is that two filaments are stacked together for a long distance, but we do not think that this happens very often. Therefore, we categorized these filaments into those that stay near the membrane but do not closely associate with the membrane surface. These filaments were not considered to contribute to delimiting the membrane compartments for molecular diffusion in the plasma membrane.

The third class is the filaments that exhibit dim signals in the first ∼0--1.7-nm section and show higher electron densities in farther sections, at least up to the section of ∼10.2--11.9 nm, before fading out in the ∼11.9--13.6- and ∼13.6--15.3-nm sections (the latter two sections are not depicted). These filaments were again assumed not to contribute to forming membrane corrals. The second and third classes of filaments are drawn in red in [Fig. 6 C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

There were regions that were not amenable to such analysis. They were the areas where bundles of actin filaments were present (e.g., the structure crossing diagonally from the bottom left to the top right in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), actin filaments were too crowded to be individually discerned, an actin filament was terminated in the middle of a domain (domains that contain a loose end of an actin filament), or CCPs, caveolae, and the smooth surface membrane invaginations were present. They were excluded from this analysis ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, white regions).

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Video 1 shows a series of 131 tilt images of the undercoat structure on the cytoplasmic surface. Video 2 presents a 3D reconstructed image of the undercoat structure on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane, which is shown by rotating the reconstructed image. Video 3 shows a series of 97 tilt images of the MSK in an NRK cell, and Video 4 shows a series of 121 sliced images of every 0.85 nm of the MSK of an NRK cell calculated from the data shown in Video 3. Online supplemental material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200606007/DC1>.
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